English

Mathematics

This term, our work will be focused around
‘The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe’.

Over the course of this term, children will be focusing on
time, money, measurement, perimeter and area.
Children will:

Children will:






write a setting description and understand the
role of particular vocabulary (e.g. adjectives,
expanded noun phrases, fronted adverbials).

Year 4

write a newspaper report and understand the
role of a formal piece of writing.
write a narrative and understand how
language can be used to support this.

Summer
2021



understand how to measure perimeter and area
using previously taught skills such as addition and
multiplication.



learn and tell the time of both a manual and a
digital clock.



convert between different measurements (e.g. mm
to cm, cm to m).



understand the value of money in both notes and
coins using previously taught skills including addition
and subtraction.

Science
In Science this half term, children will learn about Electricity.
Children will:


understand what electricity is.



describe a simple circuit.



understand the different components of a circuit.

History/ Geography

Jig-

Art/ DT

Geography this half term will focus

saw

The Design and Technology work will focus
around Birmingham Architecture:

on Comparative Study: Birmingham and Berlin.
Children will:


analyse data and draw conclusions.



use evidence from online resources to get
a better understanding of what a place is
like.



use maps to find out more about a place.



investigate places and themes.

The PSHE this half term will focus on
relationships and how children interact
with one another:

Children will:


understand what a vanishing point is and
learn how to use this in their work.



learn how to draw in a 3D perspective.



understand the history of architecture
around Birmingham, with specific focus on
the Birmingham library.



compare the similarities and differences
between particular pieces of architecture

Children will:




learn and understand about love,
loss and jealousy.
understand memories.

RE

Physical Education

The RE this half term will focus on Buddhism
and their central beliefs.

The Physical Education work will focus around
Games.

Children will:


learn about Buddhism—what it is and the
main beliefs.



understand how and why
Buddhism is celebrated and by who.



learn about particular symbols related to
Buddhism and what these mean.

Children will :


learn to control a ball using hand eye
co-ordination.



be able to dribble a ball.



understand how to pass a ball with control
and accuracy.

